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Tether-net is a promising active debris removal technique, and a closing mechanism can ensure the reliable wrapping of space
debris by using tether-net. This study focuses on the dynamics model of the split closing mechanism and the sliding joint
between thread and ring. First, a new kind of closing mechanism is proposed, which drives the closing thread to close the net
mouth through the split masses, and the mass-spring-damper method is used to model tether-net. Thereafter, for the first time,
the model of thread-ring sliding joint is proposed based on the mass-spring-damper method, which can be used to simulate the
closing process of tether-net. Finally, one-edge closure experiment of the net is carried out and the experimental results are
compared with the simulation results, and the closing process of the tether-net is simulated by using the thread-ring sliding
joint. Results reveal that the thread-ring sliding joint can be used to simulate the relative slip between the thread and the ring,
and the tether-net can wrap the target reliably in a short time by using the split closing system. The split closing mechanism can
make it possible for the tether-net to close successfully, whether it starts to work before or after the net contacts with the target.

1. Introduction

Since the beginning of space activities, the number of space
debris has remarkably increased, and space debris may
threaten critical space infrastructure, such as the Interna-
tional Space Station [1]. Tether-net is a new kind of active
debris removal (ADR) technique, which is flexible, light-
weighted, and cost-efficient [2, 3].

The capture task of tether-net system includes three main
phases: deployment stage of the net, collision stage between
the net and the target, and reliable closing stage of the net
[4]. The first two stages have attracted much attention. Ben-
venuto et al. discretized the net via the mass-spring-damper
method and the studied capture of a full-scale tumbling tar-
get [5]. Shan et al. modeled the tether-net by the absolute
nodal coordinate formulation (ANCF) and the mass-
spring-damper method [6, 7], and an impulse-based method
was used in a net capturing scenario [8]. Botta et al. evaluated
the effect of different contact force models on the capture
results, and a modified damped bristle model for the friction
force is chosen [9, 10]. Si et al. studied the dynamics model of

the self-collision of tether-net, and a line–line self-collision
detection algorithm is proposed according to the geometric
characteristics of tether-net [4]. Scholars and institutions
performed experiments on the deployment and collision
phase of tether-net, including the capture test in 0 g environ-
ment and the net drop test, which verify the feasibility of
tether-net in ADR [11–13]. Zhang and Huang installed
thrusters on the bullets to control the net and improve cap-
ture performance of net [14, 15].

To ensure the reliable wrapping of target by tether-net,
the net mouth can be closed by using the closing system after
the net contacts with the target. According to the storage
method of the closing thread, the closing mechanism can
be divided into internal storage and external storage. The
internal storage closing mechanism stores the closing thread
inside the closing mechanism and generally uses small
motors or springs as the power to drive the closing reel to
rotate. During the closure, the closing thread is wound by
closing reel inside the closing mechanism. At the same time,
the area of the net mouth will be reduced, and finally, a reli-
able wrapping will be formed for the target [13, 16, 17]. The
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external storage closing mechanism does not store the clos-
ing thread inside the closing mechanism. After the closure,
the closing thread may be exposed to the space environment
[18, 19]. Therefore, the space utilization rate of the external
storage closing mechanism is higher. Benvenuto et al.
proposed a closing mechanism using a couple of counter-
rotating reels to avoid torque effects on the closing mecha-
nism. Moreover, the closing process of planar net and pyrami-
dal net is studied [5, 16]. Zhai and Zhang connected the net
and bullets through threshold linkers, which detect a tension
between the net and the bullets. The bullets will disconnect
from the net when tension reaches the threshold. After the
bullets lose the restraint of the threshold linkers, the closing
thread drove by the bullets to closing the net mouth under
the action of inertia [18]. Sharf et al. proposed a tether-
actuated cinch-cord mechanism for closing net around debris.
The performance of the mechanism was verified by ground
test, and the process of net closure was simulated in the space
environment [19]. Botta et al. established the model of the
winch based on their previous work. Two control laws for
the winch velocity during deployment and closure of the net,
respectively, are formulated and tested in simulation [20].

In the above research, to close the net mouth, the closing
thread and the ring must slip relatively. Therefore, the estab-
lishment of the thread-ring sliding joint is the core issue of
the numerical simulation of the closing process of a net.
The literature mentioned above focuses on the closing
method discussion, but these studies do not provide the
dynamics model of the net closure. Research on the sliding
joint is mostly concentrated in the field of rail transit. The
modeling methods used include the finite element method
and ANCF [21–23]. Shabana proposes ANCF based on the
finite element method and continuum mechanics theory
[24, 25], which can be used to solve large deformation and
displacement of flexible multibody dynamics problems. The
lower order cable element can be used in the simulation of
tether-net [6, 26], but ANCF has more degrees of freedom.
Moreover, its calculation efficiency is much lower than that
of the mass-spring-damper method. In the cosimulation of
deployment, collision, and closure, the computational cost
will be enormous. Therefore, an efficient sliding model based
on the mass-spring-damper method is necessary. The inter-
nal storage closing mechanism stores the closing thread
inside the mechanism and needs to reserve the space for
the closing thread. The volume of the mechanism is generally
large, which is especially evident when the net is large. There-
fore, a type of external storage closing mechanism is pro-
posed in this study. The mechanism can launch two split
masses through spring or high-pressure gas, which drive
the closing thread to close the net mouth. Moreover, a
thread-ring slipping joint based on the mass-spring-damper
method is proposed to simulate the closing process of the net.

This study consists of six parts. Section 2 proposes a new
kind of split closing mechanism. Section 3 introduces the
geometric configuration and dynamics model of tether-net.
Section 4 proposes a thread-ring slipping model based on
the mass-spring-damper method. Section 5 discusses the
simulations and experiments of the closing process of a net.
Section 6 summarizes the work.

2. Split Closing Mechanism

In the ADRmission, the net may be hooked with protrusions
of the target during capture, and the bullets may also inter-
twine with the net. The twining may not occur in every sce-
nario, and even if such twining occurs, it may fail at a
specific time. The wrapping of debris is not reliable because
the surface of the debris may be smooth, and the debris
may be rotating. Therefore, to make a reliable wrapping of
target by tether-net, the closing mechanism is critical in the
ADR mission. For the conceptual design of a tether-net clos-
ing mechanism, a solution is desired, which would be simple,
cost-effective, nonintrusive, and highly reliable [19]. More-
over, the mechanism should work independently of the
chaser spacecraft to improve the reliability of the closing
mechanism.

Therefore, a split closing system is proposed in this study.
The closing system is composed of four parts: split closing
mechanism, ring, one-way locking mechanism, and closing
thread, as shown in Figure 1. One split closing mechanism
is composed of two split masses and a launcher. The two split
masses have the same mass and are connected with different
closing threads. The launcher is attached with the towing
thread of the net, and a time-delay switch is installed inside
it. The starting time of closing of tether-net can be set by
the time-delay switch. The launcher is powered by spring
or high-pressure gas. When the starting time of closing is
reached, the time-delay switch releases the spring or gas
and the launcher shoots out the split masses along the axial
direction of the closing mechanism. The number of rings
connected to the edge of the net can be adjusted according
to the net size. The closing system consists of eight one-way
locking mechanisms connected to the edge of the net, which
allow only a one-way passage of the closing thread to prevent
the net opening again after closed. The closing system con-
sists of four closing threads that pass through the rings and
the one-way locking mechanisms, and the ends of the closing
threads are connected to different split masses.

The sliding direction of the one-way locking mechanism
relative to the closing thread is shown by the red arrow in
Figure 2, where “×” indicates the direction that the one-way
locking mechanism cannot slide to. During the deployment,
the towing thread is in the tension state, while the closing
thread is in a relaxed state. The closing thread will not slide
relative to the net edge, and the one-way locking mechanism
will not work or cause problems during deployment. During
the closure, the rings slide toward the middle point of the
closing thread, and the one-way locking mechanisms act as
the rings. After the closure, the one-way locking mechanism
will work only if there is a reopen tendency of the net.

After the net launched from chaser spacecraft, the time-
delay switch begins to work, and the net is gradually deployed
and flies toward the target at the same. The starting time of
closing refers to the moment when the split closing mecha-
nisms start to work. When the starting time of closing is
reached, each launcher will shoot out two split masses. The
arrow in Figure 1 shows the shooting direction. Then, with
the pull of the detached masses, the rings and one-way lock-
ing mechanisms move relative to the closing thread, and the
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net mouth is gradually closed. The launchers move toward
the center of the net with the pull of towing threads, and
Figure 3 shows the status of the tether-net after the beginning
of closing. The starting time of closing is related to many fac-
tors, such as net configuration, closing speed, and target state.

At present, the most common closing mechanism is
internal storage type. It has the advantages of simple princi-
ple and easy implementation. However, since the closing
thread is stored in the closing mechanism, the mass and vol-
ume of the closing mechanism are very large, especially when
the torsional spring is used as the power. At the same time, the
speed of the reels of this type of closingmechanismmay not be
synchronous during the closure, and the phenomenon of tor-
que imbalance cannot be avoided completely. Another type of
closing system is proposed by Sharf et al. [19]. Their design is
to actuate the closure by towing the control thread connecting
the chaser spacecraft to the net. However, it adds the complex-
ity of the closure and enhances the risk of twining between the
control thread and the main thread.

In the scheme of this study, one obvious advantage is that
it does not have to store the closing threads in the closing
mechanism. Hence, the volume of the mechanism can be
reduced. The time-delay switches start immediately after
the net is flung from the chaser spacecraft. The entire closing

process does not need control from chaser spacecraft, which
reduces the complexity of the system. The mass and separa-
tion speed of the two split masses are the same. According
to the momentum conservation law, the movement state of
the launcher will not change suddenly at the moment of sep-
aration and will also not affect the dynamics of the net. The
closing threads in this design do not pass through the inner
of the closing mechanism, which can simplify the structure
of the mechanism and avoids the torque imbalance phenom-
enon described in Ref. [5]. The launching power can be
selected according to the size of the tether-net. When the
net is small, the separation speed is low, and the spring can
be selected as the launching power. When the net is large,
high-pressure gas can be selected as launching power.

3. Dynamics Model of Tether-Net

In this study, a square net with square mesh is studied, as
shown in Figure 4. Four closing mechanisms are connected
to the corners of the square net through the towing threads
in turn. The one-way locking mechanisms and the rings are
connected to the net edge and fixed in the middle of two
physical knots (nodes) of the net edge. The one-way locking
mechanism is replaced by the ring in the following sections,

Slip direction Locking direction

Figure 2: Sliding direction of one-way locking mechanism.

Split closing
mechanism

Split mass A

Split mass B

Launcher

Towing
thread

Closing
thread

Net

Ring

One-way locking
mechanism

Axial direction

Figure 1: Split closing system.
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to simplify the model. The mass-spring-damper model is
used to model tether-net to lump the mass of the net in its
nodes, and the threads are represented by massless spring-
damper elements in parallel (shown as nodes i and j in
Figure 4). The closing thread is also modeled using the
mass-spring-damper model. Four closing mechanisms and
16 rings are numbered, and the two split masses of the clos-
ing mechanisms are denoted as split masses A and B,
respectively.

According to Newton’s second law, the dynamics equa-
tion of the i -th node, as illustrated in Figure 4 can be
described as follows:

mi€xi = Fint,i + Fext,i, ð1Þ

wheremi is the mass of the i -th node. According to the posi-
tion of the i -th node in the net, mi can be expressed as fol-
lows:

mi =

mt
2 +mc, i is closingmechanism,

ntmt + nrmr
2 , i is adjaccent to ring,

ntmt
2 , i is other node,

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

, ð2Þ

where mt is the mass of a thread element, mc is the mass of
the closing mechanism, mr is the mass of the ring, nt is the
number of adjacent threads connected to the i -th node,
and nr is the number of adjacent rings connected to the i
-th node. €xi is the absolute acceleration of the i -th node.
Fint,i and Fext,i are internal forces and external forces on the
i -th node, respectively. In this paper, Fext,i includes contact
forces, gravity, and the force produced by closing mecha-
nism. For more details about the calculation of internal
forces, the reader is referred to our previous paper [4].

4. Dynamics Model of the Thread-Ring
Sliding Joint

The simulation of the closing process can help designers
to select the starting time and speed of closing. The estab-
lishment of the thread-ring sliding joint is the core issue of
the numerical simulation of the closing process of a net.
Considering that the modeling of tether-net is mostly
based on the mass-spring-damper method, this section
proposes a thread-ring sliding joint based on the mass-
spring-damper method, including collision detection and
contact response.

4.1. Collision Detection between Thread and Ring. Collision
detection is used to judge whether a collision occurs and
also provides a basis for the contact response. In the pro-
cess of collision detection, the flexible thread is discretized
into a series of nonbendable cylinders (elements) whose
diameter is equal to the diameter of thread, as shown in
Figure 5. The thread-ring sliding joint takes advantage of
this characteristic of the mass-spring-damper method. In
this study, the collision detection between the closing
thread and ring is simplified to calculate the minimum
distance between the cylinder and ring in three-
dimensional space. When the minimum distance satisfies
the collision condition, the collision between closing
thread and ring is considered to occur. The mass-spring-
damper method discretizes the thread into a series of non-
bending elements. Thus, the thread cannot fit the curved
surface of the ring completely, which is the limitation of
this model. Therefore, discretizing the thread into ade-
quate elements is necessary to ensure the relative slip
between thread and ring.

To judge whether a cylinder collides with a ring, the
minimum distance between the centerline of the cylinder
and the centerline (circular) of the ring should be calcu-
lated first. Moreover, whether or not the minimum dis-
tance satisfies the contact condition should be judged.
Scholars have formulated a method for calculating the dis-
tance from any point on a straight line to a circle in 3D
space [27, 28]. The centerline of an element can be
expressed in parametric as follows:

A tð Þ =A1 + tM, ð3Þ

where M =A2 −A1, where A1 and A2 are the two end-
points of the centerline of an element. If 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, AðtÞ
is located between A1 and A2. A circle B (centerline of
the ring), with a radius of RB, and a center of CB is
introduced, and the unit normal vector of the circle is
NB (shown in Figure 5). The square of the distance
between the line and the circle can be expressed as fol-
lows [22]:

f tð Þ = a6t
2 + a5t + a4 + a3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2t2 + a1t + a0

p
, ð4Þ

Split mass

Launcher

A

B A

B

A

BA

B

Figure 3: The tether-net after the beginning of closing.
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where

a6 =M ⋅M,
a5 = 2D ⋅M,
a4 =D ⋅D + R2

B,
a3 = −2R2

B,
a2 = E ⋅ E,
a1 = 2E ⋅ F,
a0 = F ⋅ F,

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
D =A1 − CB,
E =M − NB ⋅Mð ÞNB,
F=D − NB ⋅Dð ÞNB:

8>><
>>:

ð5Þ

Given that no stable analytic solution is provided in

Equation (7), the golden section method is used to search
the minimum value of f ðtÞ. The golden section method
reduces the interval by the same fraction with each itera-
tion. The intervals are derived from the golden section
ratio of 1.61803. The method has provided key advan-
tages, such as high speed convergence, easy implementa-
tion, and guaranteed convergence [29, 30].

If 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, then, the search area is located in the segment
of the element. The minimum distance of the thread and ring
is dmin = min ð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

f ðtÞp Þ, and rA and rB are the wire radii of the
closing thread and ring, respectively. The collision condition
of the thread and ring is ðdmin < rA + rBÞ ∧ ð0 ≤ t ≤ 1Þ.
4.2. Contact Response. The nonlinear damping model is used
in this study. When collision occurs, the normal contact force
is as follows [31]:

F = kcδ
n + λδn _δ, ð6Þ

where kc is the equivalent stiffness coefficient; δ and _δ are the
penetration length and penetration rate, respectively; λ is the
damping factor of contact; and n related to the contact sce-
nario and is equal to 1.5 in this work. The expression of the
above parameters can be summarized as follows [31, 32]:

kc =
4
3π

ffiffi
r

p
h1 + h2

, ð7Þ

hi =
1 − νi

2

πEi
, ð8Þ

λ = 3
2 αkc, ð9Þ

where r is the equivalent radius related to contact geometry.
When the thread collides with the ring, the contact is simpli-
fied as the contact between two balls. The radius of the two
balls is the same as the radius of the thread and the ring,
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Figure 4: Configuration of the tether-net.
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Figure 5: Discretized closing thread and ring.
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respectively. The equivalent radius of the element and ring is
r = ðrA−1 + rB

−1Þ−1.
When element A collides with ring B, the contact points

on element and ring are defined as points P and Q,
respectively. Then, the contact force of element A is found
as FA = −FePQ, where ePQ is a unit vector from point P to
point Q, and F can be computed from Equation (6). Accord-
ing to the principle of force composition and decomposition,
the contact force is distributed to two endpoints of the ele-
ment. The forces at the endpoints of element A can be
expressed as follows:

FA1 =
PA2
��!���

���
A1A2
��!���

���
FA,

FA2 = 1 −
PA2
��!���

���
A1A2
��!���

���

0
B@

1
CAFA:

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

ð10Þ

According to Newton’s third law, the contact force on the
ring is Fring = FePQ. Given that the ring is fixed on the edge of
the net and its size is much smaller than that of the net, the
following assumptions are made to simplify the dynamics
model. The center of mass of the ring is fixed on the midpoint
of the element of the net. The normal vector of the ring is
always parallel to the element and cannot slide or rotate rel-
ative to the element. According to these assumptions, the
contact forces on the ring are superimposed on the center
of mass of the ring, and the torque generated by the contact
force on the ring is not considered. If ring B collides with
more than one element simultaneously, then the forces at
ring B can be expressed as follows:

Fring = 〠
n

i=1
Fring,i, ð11Þ

where n is the number of contacts occurring at the same time,
Fring,i is the contact force of the ring of the i-th contact. The
ring attached to the net edge and element C indicates the
piece of the thread that fixed the ring. The ring is located at
the middle point of element C of the net and cannot slide
or rotate relative to element C. Therefore, the contact force
on the ring can be distributed to the endpoints of element
C as follows:

FC1 =
1
2 Fring,

FC2 =
1
2 Fring:

8>><
>>:

ð12Þ

5. Simulation Results and Validation

For the thread-ring sliding joint presented in this study, the
closing thread is discretized into a series of nonbending ele-
ments. When the number of elements discretized by the clos-
ing thread is too small, the thread cannot fit the curved

surface of the ring completely, so the thread and the ring
cannot slide normally. Therefore, discretizing the thread
into adequate elements is necessary to ensure the relative
slip between thread and ring. In this section, the discrete
number of the closing thread will be obtained through
the simulations of the thread pulling a ring. A one-edge
closure experiment of the net is carried out, and the
experimental results are compared with the simulation
results. Moreover, the entire process of deployment and
closure of a net will be simulated to demonstrate the per-
formance of the split closing mechanism. In this study, the
friction between the net and the target is not considered,
as well as the friction between the closing thread and the
ring. The collision between the net and the closing thread
and the self-collision of the net are not considered.

5.1. Simulations of a Thread Pulling a Ring. The simulations
of pulling a ring are studied to determine the optimal number
of elements. A ring is placed at the origin of the coordinate
with a normal vector pointing to the Y-axis and constrained
to move along the Y-axis. A one-meter long thread is passed
through the ring and placed parallel to the Y-axis; its starting
point is ½0,−0:2, 0�m, and the endpoint is fixed at ½0, 0:8, 0�m.
The starting point of the thread is connected to a ball with a
mass of 0.1 kg. The ball has an initial velocity of ½0, 0,−1�m/s.
Figure 6 shows the initial state of the simulation, and Table 1
shows the simulation parameters.

Figure 7 illustrates the simulation results by the mass-
spring-damper method and ABAQUS. In ABAQUS, the
truss element is used to model the thread, and the general
contact is used between the thread and ring. For easy obser-
vation, the ring in Figure 7 is enlarged. It can be found that
the simulation results of the two methods are in good agree-
ment. The ball has a velocity towards the negative direction
of Z-axis; it drives the thread away from the axis of Z = 0.
When the thread is in contact with the ring, the ring goes for-
ward along the Y-axis under contact force. The ball eventu-
ally passes the ring in the positive direction of the Y-axis
and continues to drag it.

Figure 8 presents the Y-displacement of the mass-
spring-damper method with different element numbers
and the Y-displacement obtained by the ABAQUS
method. Simulation with 100, 200, and 300 elements takes
5.2, 10.1, and 15.4 minutes, respectively. The displacement
curve of the ring is smooth without abrupt changes, which
verifies the feasibility of the thread-ring sliding joint.
When the number of elements is more than 200, the
time-displacement curves almost coincide. When the num-
ber of elements is less than 200, the displacement of the
ring is larger after t = 0:8 s. The higher the number of ele-
ments is, the smoother the slip between the thread and the
ring is. At the same time, we also find that the displace-
ment curve obtained by ABAQUS is the closest to that
when the number of elements is 200. Therefore, a 1m
long thread can be discretized into 200 elements to obtain
a high calculation efficiency. Figure 9 shows the maximum
contact force of the ring with a different number of ele-
ments. The larger the number of elements is, the smaller
the maximum contact force on the ring is.
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5.2. One-Edge Closure Experiment and Simulation. To vali-
date the thread-ring sliding model proposed in this study, a
one-edge closure experiment of the net is carried out and
the experimental results are compared with the simulation
results. Figure 10 illustrates a comparison diagram between
the experiment and simulation results. The simulation takes
approximately 55.1 minutes. Figure 10(a) shows the experi-
ment scenario and simulation of the net at the initial state.
Two corners of the upper edge of the net are fixed on the
experiment platform constructed by aluminum profiles and
the net hanging naturally under gravity. The four rings are
fixed on the lower edge of the net at the positions shown in
Figure 4. The closing thread pass through four rings, and
two 0.1 kg masses are fixed at the ends of the closing thread.
Due to the fabrication error of the net, the distance between
the center point of the lower net edge and the mass on the left
side is about 0.585m. The simulation is modeled according to
this distance. The experimental and simulation parameters
are shown in Table 2.

After the electromagnet is turned off at 0 s, the masses
will fall under gravity. From 0 s to 0.5 s, the masses gradually
fall and drive the closing thread to slide relative to the ring,
and the lower net edge bunched up gradually. It can be found
that the simulation has a good agreement with the experi-
ment results. Due to the initial position deviation of the clos-
ing thread, the mass on the left side is lightly higher than the
mass on the right side in the vertical direction at 0.5 s. The
two masses contact at about 0.5 s, but there is no collision
detection for the masses in the simulation. Therefore, the
movement state of the closing thread in the experiment is a
little different from that in the simulation as seen in
Figure 10(g). However, the lower net edge in both the exper-
iment and simulation has been completely bunched up.

5.3. Net Closure Simulations. In the following simulations,
the thread-ring sliding joint is used to simulate the closing
process. The performance of the closing mechanism pro-
posed in Section 2 is demonstrated. Figure 4 shows the con-
figuration of the net and the closing system.

The net is stored at the origin of the coordinate. The
velocity of the closing mechanisms shot by the chaser space-
craft is set to 1m/s with an angle of 35° to the Z-axis. The cen-
ter of a ball target is fixed at ½0, 0, 1�mwith a radius of 0.15m.
The starting time of closing is 1.5 s, and before closure, the
closing threads coincide entirely with the edge of the net.
During the deployment, the rings and the closing threads
do not slide relatively, and they have little influence on the
deployment process, so when simulating this stage, the mass
of the rings and the closing threads has been superimposed
on the nodes of the net edges before the closure, and there
is no collision detection between the rings and the closing
threads until the closure begins. Table 3 shows the separation
velocity of the split masses of the closing mechanism when
the starting time of closing is reached. Table 4 shows the sim-
ulation parameters, and the parameters of the closing thread
and the ring are shown in Table 1. This simulation takes
approximately 116.5 minutes.

Figure 11 illustrates the process of deployment and clo-
sure of the net. In the first 3 screenshots of Figure 11, the pink

ball indicates the closing mechanism, which is not activated
during this period, the split masses and the launcher can be
regarded as a whole with a mass of 0.25 kg. After the closing
mechanism is activated, the green ball represents the split
mass with a mass of 0.1 kg, and the pink ball no longer repre-
sents the whole closing mechanism, but only the launcher,
with a mass of 0.05 kg. The net deploys gradually and collides
with the ball at approximately t = 1:45 s. The starting time of
closing is set to t = 1:5 s. At t = 1:6 s, it can be seen that the
split masses have split from each other and drive the closing
thread to move with it. At this time, the closing threads and
the rings have not slipped obviously, and the shape of the
net has not considerably changed. After t = 1:6 s, the pulling
tendency of the closing threads to the rings changes to the
relative sliding between them. The length of the closing
threads increases gradually from t = 1:7 s to t = 1:8 s, due to
the pulling of the split masses. The launchers are closing to
each other, and the area of the net mouth decreases gradually.
At t = 1:9 s, the net mouth is closed completely, and the target
is wrapped totally.

Figure 12 shows the X, Y , and Z velocities of split masses
A and B of closing mechanism 1. The closure begins at 1.5 s.
The velocity of split masses A and B on X-axis and Y-axis
shows a jump of 2m/s, and the directions are consistent with

Ball

0

Z (m)

Ring Thread

𝜈 = 1 m/s

–0.2 0
Y (m)

0.8

Figure 6: Initial state of the simulation.

Table 1: Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

Thread length (m) 1

Number of elements 200

Thread Young’s modulus (GPa) 1

Thread Poisson’s ratio 0.3

Thread density (kg/m3) 970

Thread diameter (m) 0.002

Ball mass (kg) 0.1

Ring diameter (m) 0.02

Ring wire diameter (m) 0.004

Ring mass (kg) 0.1

Ring Young’s modulus (GPa) 70

Ring Poisson’s ratio 0.33
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the separation velocity shown in Table 2. The velocity on Z
-axis has no abrupt change due to the absence of separation
velocity. The change of velocity of the two split masses is
symmetrical, which is also in line with the setting of the same
mass, the same separation speed, and the opposite direction
of the two split masses in Section 2. Taking the split mass A
as an example, its velocity on -axis is perpendicular to the
normal vector of ring 16. The resistance is substantial after
the beginning of closure. Therefore, a substantial velocity
attenuation occurs from t = 1:5 s to t = 1:6 s, and the kinetic
energy of the split mass is converted into the elastic potential

energy of the closing thread and the net. After t = 1:6 s, with
the closing of the net, the velocity on X-axis gradually
increases and the velocity turns to the positive direction of
X-axis. This process can also be observed in Figure 11. The
velocity on Y-axis of the split mass A is parallel to the normal
vector direction of ring 16. It suffers less resistance, hence, its
velocity has less reduce from t = 1:5 s to t = 2 s.

Figure 13 reveals the contact force on rings 1 and 2. Ring
1 collides with the closing thread at 1.503 s with a contact
force of approximately 37N. Ring 2 collides with the closing
thread at 1.509 s with a contact force of approximately 8.1N.

t = 1.5 s

t = 0.1 s

t = 0.5 s

t = 1 s

Mass-spring-damper method ABAQUS

0
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Z
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Figure 7: Comparison of simulation results.
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Figure 13(a) shows that a wave crest occurs at approximately
t = 1:6 s, and the force on ring 1 reaches its maximum value.
This observation is consistent with the phenomenon shown
in Figure 12 that the pulling trend of the closing thread to

the ring after 1.6 s has changed to the sliding between them.
At t = 1:9 s, the closure is completed, and the closing thread
produces a substantial force on ring 2, as shown in
Figure 13(b).
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(a) t = 0 s

(b) t = 0:1 s

(c) t = 0:2 s

Figure 10: Continued.
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(d) t = 0:3 s

(e) t = 0:4 s

Figure 10: Continued.
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To demonstrate the performance of the split closing
mechanism, the closing process of the net with different
starting times of closing is simulated. The starting time of
closing is set to 1.2 s, 1.3 s, 1.4 s, 1.5 s, and 1.6 s, and the
images of the five cases are obtained after 0.4 s of the starting
time of closing, as shown in Figure 14. Even if the span of the
starting time of closing of different cases is 0.4 s, the net
mouth can be closed completely, and the target can be
wrapped reliably. Given that the net contacts with the target
at approximately 1.45 s, the closing mechanism can make the
tether-net closing successfully, whether it starts to work
before or after the net contacts with the target. Moreover,
the later the closure begins, the farther the split masses move
forward on the positive direction of Z-axis.

All the simulations in this paper are implemented in
Visual C++, and the ordinary differential equations in Sec-
tion 3 are solved via the central difference method. All the

(f) t = 0:5 s

(g) t = 0:55 s

Figure 10: One-edge closure experiment and simulation.

Table 2: Experimental and simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

Thread Young’s modulus (GPa) 87

Thread Poisson’s ratio 0.35

Thread density (kg/m3) 650

Net size (m2) 1 × 1
Net mesh (m) 0.1

Thread diameter (m) 0.002

Closing thread length (m) 1.2

Element number of closing thread 240

Ring mass (kg) 0.001

Ring diameter (m) 0.014

Ring wire diameter (m) 0.002
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simulations are performed on a laptop with Intel Core i7-
6700HQ CPU at 2.60GHz. In this study, the simulations
include a large number of elements and collision detection
and use a small time step of 1 × 10‐6 s, so the simulation time
of net closure looks not short.

6. Conclusions

In this study, the dynamics model of the split closing mech-
anism and the thread-ring sliding joint are explored. The
dynamics model of a quadrilateral net with square mesh is
established based on the mass-spring-damper method. A
split closing mechanism is proposed for the first time, which
drives the closing thread to close the net by launching two
split masses with the same mass and speed. For the first time,
the model of a thread-ring sliding joint is proposed based on
the mass-spring-damper method, which can be used to sim-
ulate the closing process of tether-net. The golden section
method is used to search the minimum distance between
the closing thread and the ring. A nonlinear damping model
is used to calculate the contact force when the minimum dis-
tance satisfies the collision condition.

The current work reveals that the thread-ring sliding
joint can be used to simulate the relative slip between the
thread and the ring. A 1m long thread is suggested to be dis-
cretized into 200 elements to obtain stable results and higher
calculation efficiency. In collision detection, the flexible
thread is discretized into a series of nonbendable cylinders.
Thus, the thread cannot fit the curved surface of the ring

entirely, which is the limitation of this model. However, mac-
roscopically, this does not affect the relative slip between the
thread and the ring, and no drop or penetration occurs
between the thread and the ring. The simulation results of

Table 3: Separation velocity of the split masses.

Split mass A Split mass B

Closing mechanism 1 −2,−2, 0½ �m/s 2, 2, 0½ �m/s

Closing mechanism 2 −2, 2, 0½ �m/s 2,−2, 0½ �m/s

Closing mechanism 3 2, 2, 0½ �m/s −2,−2, 0½ �m/s

Closing mechanism 4 2,−2, 0½ �m/s −2, 2, 0½ �m/s

Table 4: Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

Thread Young’s modulus (GPa) 87

Thread Poisson’s ratio 0.35

Thread density (kg/m3) 970

Net size (m2) 1× 1
Net mesh (m) 0.1

Thread diameter (m) 0.002

Closing thread length (m) 1.2

Element number of closing thread 240

Closing mechanism mass (kg) 0.25

Ring mass (kg) 0.006

Mass of split mass (kg) 0.1

Target Young’s modulus (GPa) 2.3

Target Poisson’s ratio 0.39

t = 0.5 s t = 1 s 
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t = 1.7 s t = 1.8 s 
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Figure 11: Closure sequence of the net.
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one-edge closing of the net is in good agreement with the
experimental results, which verifies the thread-ring sliding
model.

The tether-net can wrap the target reliably in a short time
by using the split closing mechanism. The split closing mech-
anism can make the tether-net closing successfully, whether
it starts to work before or after the net contacts with the tar-

get. By replacing the separate power of the closing mecha-
nism, the closing mechanism has the capacity to implement
the capture task of tether-net with different sizes.

In real ADR scenarios, many complex situations may
occur, such as inconsistent launching angle of the closing
mechanism and winding or jamming of closing threads.
The impact of these problems on closure needs to be
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Figure 12: X, Y , and Z velocities of split masses A and B of closing mechanism 1.
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Figure 13: Contact force on rings 1 and 2.
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evaluated. Therefore, in future works, we will focus on
parameter sensitivity analysis of closure and capture proba-
bility of the tether-net.
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